Sci-fi Plastic kits & Displays (continued)

#9011 When Worlds Collide Kit 1/350 scale
#9012 My Favorite Martian Kit 1/18 scale
#9020 The Relic "Kothoga" Kit 1/12 scale

#9911 When Worlds Collide Pre-Built
#9912 My Favorite Martian Pre-Built
#9920 The Relic "Kothoga" Pre-Built

#9100 Area 51 UFO Kit 1/72 scale
#9101 Apollo 27 Rocket Kit 1/72 scale
#9102 Alpha Centauri U.F.O.'s Kit 1/32 scale

#9103 Mercury 9 Rocket Kit 1/350 scale
#9110 Luna Rocket Kit 1/350 scale
#9111 Luna Rocket Kit 1/144 scale
#9119 The Haunebu Saucer Kit

#9114 The Cosmostrator Kit 1/350 scale
#9314 The Cosmostrator kit "Plated"
#9120 The Nautilus Submarine Kit 1/144 scale (Includes Giant Squid Base & Photo-Etch Detail Set)

#9125 Mars Lunar Explorer Vehicle M.L.E.V.-5 Kit 1/32 scale
(Huge model with over 300 Pieces! Includes Full Interior, Figures, Decals & Photo-Etch Detail Set)
Dinosaurs, Beasts & Figures
Check out our exciting new line of nature's monsters and creatures!

**T-Rex**

-Tyrant Lizard King-

The iconic Tyrannosaurus Rex, “Tyrant Lizard King,” is the undisputed king of the dinosaurs. At lengths of up to 40 feet and a huge powerful head full of massive bone-crushing teeth, no other animal can challenge its place as the top predator to ever walk this planet.

**Triceratops**

-Three-Horned Face-

The Triceratops is one of the most beloved of all the dinosaurs to ever walk the earth. The three horned beast with a length of over 26 feet, weights up to 12 tons and huge bull-like horns and frill to deter all but the most ferocious beasts.

Coming Soon to our Dinosaur line...

THE Pterodactyl

PEGASUS HOBBIES
The Spinosaurus “Spined Lizard” may be the largest of all known carnivorous dinosaurs, even larger than Tyrannosaurus.

#9552 Spinosaurus Kit 1/24 scale

#9553 Liopleurodon Kit 1/24 scale

#9501 Great White Shark Kit 1/18 scale

#9013 Tarzan Kit 1/8 scale
Snap-Together Aircraft in 1/48 Scale

This exciting new series is aimed at getting kids back into modeling! All of these planes will be easy to assemble snap-together kits, but will still be highly detailed and accurate. Parts will stay snapped together after the kit is assembled, and most will have optional landing gear up or down parts!

#8404 P-51B Mustang - Tuskegee
#8409 A6M2 Model 21 "Zero"
#8410 Spitfire Mk. I

#8411 Hawker Hurricane Mark I
#8412 Messerschmitt Bf-109E4
#8413 Messerschmitt Bf-109G6

#8414 Focke-Wulf Fw-190 A-3
#8415 Messerschmitt Me-262
#8416 V-2 Rocket

Coming Soon... to our line of Snap-Together kits

#8402 P-51D Mustang - Tuskegee

More exciting planes will be added to this series in the coming year. They will all be something that junior can put together in an evening while dad is working on his expensive high grade kit!
Aircraft in 1/18 Scale

Just the thing to hang up in little Jimmy’s room! These exciting new aircraft kits & pre-finished models from Pegasus Hobbies will look great on a desk, in a display cabinet, or just hanging around! Kit versions will not be pre-painted, but will feature easy build style assembly.

#8801 Gee-Bee “Z” Racer (Kit)
#8802 X-1 Experimental (Kit)
#8803 German V-1 Flying Bomb (Kit)
#8901 Gee-Bee “Z” Racer
#8902 X-1 Experimental
#8903 German V-1 Flying Bomb

Scale Building kits in 1/72 Scale

#7702 Russian Farm Houses
#7703 Russian Log Houses
#7704 Russian Two-Story Log House

Pre-Painted Buildings in 1/72 Scale

#7801 Ukrainian House 1
#7802 Ukrainian House 2
#7803 Russian Izba
Figures and Vehicles in 1/72 Scale

Our highly acclaimed range of 1/72nd scale figures continues to grow, with new sets added regularly! More WWII action is coming, and the Russian Naval Infantry is just the tip of the iceberg! We’re also expanding into new era’s with our Gladiators!

#7050 California Gold Miners
#7051 Padres and Indians
#7052 Farm Animals
#7100 Gladiators

#7199 French Infantry WWI
#7201 German Waffen SS Set 1
#7202 German Waffen SS Set 2
#7204 German Mortar Set

#7224 German Fallschirmjagers 1944
#7228 Germans in Berlin 1945
#7268 WWII Russian Infantry Summer Dress
#7269 WWII Russian Infantry Winter Dress

#7270 WWII Russian Naval Infantry
#7271 WWII Russian Infantry Greatcoats
#7272 WWII Russian Infantry Winter Set 2
#7273 WWII Russian Mortar Teams

#7274 WWII Russian Support Teams
#7306 WWII French Infantry
#7351 D-Day US Rangers
#7401 Vietnam Marines 1965
Figures and Vehicles in 1/72 scale (continued)

#7670 ISU-122/152 Soviet Assault Gun (2)
#7671 T-26 Soviet Tank (2)
#7672 BA-6 Soviet Armored Car (2)
#7673 BT-7 Soviet Light Tank (2)

Figures (Painted) in 1/72 Scale

#7850 WWII Russian Infantry Summer Dress
#7851 WWII Russian Infantry Winter Dress
#7852 WWII German Fallschirmjagers

Check out our new line of painted figures in 1/72 scale!

Figures in 1/32 Scale

Now Pegasus Hobbies brings our exciting 1/72nd scale standards to the 1/32nd scale figure market!

#3201 Gladiators Set 1
#3202 Gladiators Set 2
#3203 Russian Naval Infantry
#3204 German Fallschirmjager

Figures and Vehicles (Painted) in 1/144 Scale

#651 WWII Germans
#652 WWII Americans
#655 Americans Desert
#852 WWII Americans NATO
#853 WWII Russians

#721 SDKFZ 251/1 Fall Colors
#727 SDKFZ 251/9 & 22 Winter
#850 Russian Farm Houses
#724 SDKFZ 251/1 Green
Pre-painted Gaming accessories (continued)

#5207 Sandbag Straights
#5208 Sandbag Corners
#5209 Sandbag Sections
#5210 Oil Drums

#5211 Wooden Barrels
#5212 Wooden Boxes & Crates
#5214 Crater Set (Unpainted)
#5215 Crater Set
#5216 Gothic Rubble Set

#5219 Gothic Rubble II Set
#5220 River Set

#5250 Stone Cottage (Small)
#5251 Stone Cottage (Large)
#5252 Wizards Tower
#5253 Alter of Evil

Train Tunnels

#6401 N Gauge Tunnel Short Straight
#6402 N Gauge Tunnel Long Straight
#6406 HO Gauge Tunnel Medium Straight
#6407 HO Gauge Tunnel Long Straight
#6410 O Gauge Tunnel Short Straight
#6412 G Gauge Tunnel Short Straight

First releases in our range of model railroad accessories! These durable plastic (NOT Styrofoam) tunnels all look great, and will stand up to years of play! Realistic rock texture and a superb paint job will really make your trains look grand as they ride the high iron! Done in many lengths and all popular scales, these will look good on any layout.
School Project items

Our line of 1/48th scale figures is perfect for your student to get that “A” on his project that he told you about just the night before it’s due! The wagon kit is made with real wood!

#6501 Palm Trees Style A
#6502 Palm Trees Style B
#6503 Palm Trees Style A
#6507 Cactus #1
#6508 Cactus #2
#6509 Banana Trees
#6901 Wooden Wagon kit
#7003 Calif. Mission Padres & Indians
#7004 Calif. Mission Indians Set 1
#7005 Calif. Mission Indians Set 2
#7006 Farm Animals
#7007 California Gold Miners

Model Car items

Don’t forget about our extensive line of 1/24th Scale rims and tires

#1123 “Sovereign” Chrome
#1125 “Reverse” Chrome
#1127 “Crossbars” Chrome
#2312 “Magnum’s” 23” Chrome

See the whole line of our rims and tires at pegasusshobbies.com
Coming Soon

Just a sneak peak at what’s in store from Pegasus!

- Area 51 Alien
- Cthulhu
- Loch Ness Monster
- Zombie

#4500 The Great War - Clash of Empires Board Game